I. Introduction
This multiple-valued behavior may be abstracted in the following way as a character (homomorphism into the group T of complex numbers of absolute value 1) of the fundamental group of ~. Continuation of a function element of F along a cycle 7 results in multiplication by a constant of absolute value 1, which we call l~F (7) . This constant is easily seen to be independent both of the starting point on 7 and the particular element of P chosen. We may write concisely I~P (7) = exp {i A arg iv}.
Since homotopic curves produce identical analytic continuations, F8 is Constant on each homotopy class and may therefore be considered a function on n(f~), the fundamental group of ~. It is trivially a character. 
O*/T)~HI(~, T)-~H~(~, O*).
The first of these groups is the group of sections of O*/T and a little thought shows that each section is just an element of ~/(~, F) for some F. The last group is 0 [2, p. 52], and this establishes the fact that each element of HI(~, T), and so each F En(~)*, arises from a function in ~/(~, F).
Another concern of this paper is the characterization of these domains ~ for which ~/oo(~, F), the set of bounded functions of ://(~, F), is nonempty for each F. This is in- It is easy to see that if ~(~i F) is nonempty then each m(~, F, ~) >0; for any function in ~(~, F) may be multiplied by a rational function to produce a function of ~o(~, F) not vanishing at ~. One of the main results of the paper is that all the ~(~, F) are nonempty if and only if m(~, ~) is positive. Furthermore, we shall obtain a formula for m (~, ~) and this will give us a criterion for determing whether all the ~/oo(f~, 1") are nonempty;
we simply check whether m(~, ~) is positive or zero.
We should point out here that in case f~ is finitely connected, with each complementary component containing more than one point, there is no question about the existence of functions belonging to 7/~(f~, F). For f~ is eonformally equivalent to (and may therefore be assumed to be) a domain bounded by analytic Jordan curves. One can find a slightly larger domain ~, (the closure of f2 lying in ~1) with ~(~1)~(~)" We know that for each r there is an Fs F). Then F, restricted to f~, belongs to ~/~(f~, F). The same thing can of course be proved without any heavy machinery.
In this case also there is a formula for m(f~, ~) which was derived in [7] . The technique used in the present paper will involve approximating an arbitrary domain by appropriate finitely connected domains and showing that m(f~, ~) is continuous in f~. The formula for m(f~, ~) in the finitely-connected case, which involves critical values of a certain function, must be restated in a form suitable for extension to the general case. This is accomplished by exploiting the relation between the number of critical points of the function and the connectivity characteristics of f~.
At the end of the paper we shall give some applications to problems that motivated our work. It is interesting that although they all concern single-valued analytic functions, their investigation leads naturally to the consideration of certain multiple-vahied functions.
II. Determination of m(~, ~)
If ~ is finitely connected with each complementary component a continuum (compact connected set containing more than one point) then the formula for m(f~, ~) given by 
at least for n so large that ~6s By passing to a subsequence ff necessary, we may assume that {P,} converges uniformly on compact subsets of ~ to an F which satisfies But since m(~, ~) <m(~,, ~) for each n, the lemma follows.
We can now combine Lemma 1.1 with formula (1), suitably reinterpreted, to calculate m([2, ~) in the general case. This will again be given in terms of the Green function g(z, ~)
for ~ (which is identically + c~ if the complement has zero logarithmic capacity).
THV.OR~M 1. Denote by B(e) the first Betti number of the domain {f }
Then we have
A remark is in order before we prove the theorem. Here is why each f~ is a domain, The validity of (6) Here is another case where m is easily computed. Proo]. Since ~ is regular, the closure of ~= is a subset of ~. Therefore ~= is itself finitely connected and bounded by continua. Hence, as at the beginning of the proof of the theorem, the number of critical values of g(z, ~) which exceed ~ is exactly B(~). The result follows.
HI. The Classes ~= (~, r)
Our concern here is the characterization of those domains ~ for which :H~(~, F) is nonempty for all F E~(L2)*. 
Now the first part of (9) We shall see now that the problem of whether m(~) >0 is in some sense a local one.
T]Zv.OR]~M 3. Suppose the complement o/~ is the disjoint union o/the infinite closed sets K 1 .... , K n. Let ~t be the complement o/K s. Then m(~) >0 q and only q each m(~) >0.
First a lemma which enables us to take care of the problem of sets of logarithmic capacity zero. To prove the theorem note first that it follows from the lemma that if any Ks has logarithmic capacity zero then both m(~) and m(~) are zero. We need only consider, therefore, the case where all K t have positive logarithmic capacity, so that the ~t have finite Green functions g~(z, ~) and ~ has a finite Green function g(z, ~). 
LEMMA 3.1. I/ ~ is an arbitrary domain, S a relatively closed subset o/ logarithmic capacity zero and having an accumulation point in ~, then m(~-S) =0. Proo/. The domains ~ and ~-S possess the same Green function g(z, ~).

F(K) >~ C(K) ~(~, oo).
The point ~ = oo is clearly not special. There are analogous analytic and logarithmic capacities defined with respect to any ~ E ~. Different ~ generally give different values for the capacities, but analytic or logarithmic capacity zero is independent of the particular point chosen.
We have the following corollary of the theorem, a strengthening of Lemma 3.1. 
H~(~I U ~) ~ H1(~1 n ~22)-~ H1(P1)| H~(~)-* It1(~1 U ~).
The groups at either end of the sequence vanish so we have from which we deduce ~(~1 n fl~)* ~ z(~l)* @~(~2z)*. 
ff each ~t U ~j is the complement of a continuum, the same continuum for all pairs i, j.
These isomorphisms will enable us to handle complicated domains built out of simpler ones. 
It follows from (12) that any cycle 71 in ~i is homologous in ~i to a cycle 7 in f)~ which is homologous to zero in each ~, with i > 1. Then 
V. Applications
In this section we shall indicate some questions which lead naturally to the classes ~/~(~, 1 p) and/or quantities m(~, F). Note that all these questions concern single-valued functions. 
PROI~OSITION. I/ m(~, F, ~) is continuous as a/unction o/ F then ~loo(f2) is dense in ?t(f~).
Proo/. For convenience we use the same notation for a function on ~ and its lifting to the universal covering surface of ~, the unit disc. We may assume that r corresponds to the center of the disc, so 
